
 

 

  

Top Social Media Report  

As we dive into the summer, many of our programs and amenities have been making a huge 

splash. The beginning of pool season, the launch of Parks on Tap and the highly-anticipated 

return of The Oval have captivated our followers. We've seen more growth and engagement on 

all of our accounts, showing that summer is prime time to utilize and enjoy our parks and 

playgrounds. People continue to peruse our lists of movie nights, concerts, fitness programs and 

other happenings. Our coordinators and partners have been planning tons of fun events, like 

nature walks, tours and more, enticing our followers to come out and enjoy our parks and 

facilities. Additionally, we've been highlighting a PPR superhero every week for National Park 

and Recreation Month, which has attracted a lot of attention from our appreciative followers. 

 

 This July, we kicked off NRPA's Park 

and Recreation Month with a series of 

interviews acknowledging some PPR 

Superheroes who have gone above and 

beyond in improving programs, 

maintaining the city's green spaces and 

ensuring our department runs 

smoothly. The work done by these 

superheroes makes PPR a vital 

resource for the city of Philadelphia. 

Our first interview showcased our 

Aquatics Coordinator, Lisa Whittle. 

Lisa is responsible for the opening of 

the pools and spraygrounds for the 

summer season, which thousands of 

Philadelphians use every day. On 

Facebook, her interview gained almost 

170 reactions, including likes, 

comments and shares. 162 people 

clicked on the interview to learn more. 

Read about all of our superheroes at 

philaparkandrec.tumblr.com.  

 

  

http://www.facebook.com/philaparkandrec
http://philaparkandrec.tumblr.com/


 On Twitter, this month's most popular tweet was the list of pool opening dates. This tweet 

gained over 7,000 impressions and 120 engagements. We found that followers were very 

excited to find out when their local pool opened, because this list performed well across 

all PPR social media platforms. Similarly, our list of sprayground locations also 

performed well, proving that Philadelphians are looking for places to play and cool down 

this summer.  

 

 

 
  

 

 

 

  

https://twitter.com/philaparkandrec


 Our most popular photo on Instagram was the snapshot of the Mural Arts team painting 

this year's mural at The Oval. The photo was taken from 50 feet in the air, showing the 

large scale of the impressive painting, while capturing the entire Parkway all the way to 

City Hall. This photo was used as a teaser to entice our followers to come out to The 

Oval on opening night later that week. It gained 210 likes.  
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